Like volcanic eruptions, we are told that another large influenza pandemic is expected soon. However, unlike seismic activity readings there are few warning signs which virologists can exploit. This volume illustrates that history can, and should be, a key component in the bureaucratic toolboxes of states and international organizations with responsibility for disease control. There are some excellent papers here which illustrate the potential for this type of expertise. Their focus is a pandemic which is still (just) within living memory, and which claimed the lives of over 30 million worldwide in less than six months.

It was interesting to see how the SARS outbreak in 2003 drew for historical comparison on the nineteenth-century cholera crises rather than on this more recent and much more devastating influenza pandemic. Indeed, several of the papers in this volume examine the anomaly of this forgotten crisis. Myron Echenberg\'s study of Senegal and James Ellison\'s anthropological investigation of tribal memory in Tanzania pick up oral history which is skewed towards parallel, but equally devastating events of famine and plague. The 1919 influenza pandemic in Africa persists in the margins of colonial history, variously identified by its focus (administrative) and its style (paternalistic). For other geographical regions the pandemic and its historical analysis are coloured by the other destructor of the early twentieth century---the First World War. Indeed the transmission of influenza outwards from the European epicentre of the conflict by troops returning home to Canada, Australia and other far-flung colonies serves to highlight the truly global impact of the war.

It was the Canadian troops returning home in 1919 who took influenza with them, "its tentacles reaching into smaller communities along trade and transportation routes". The paper by Ann Herring and Lisa Sattenspiel which models the impact of infectious disease on the community/family level, and that by Jeffery Taubenberger on the exhumation of victims buried in the arctic permafrost in an attempt to identify the genetic characterization of the 1918 virus, are two of the most innovative responses to the problem of how to mine this brief but devastating event for information that might prove useful to future virologists.

Howard Phillips and David Killingray as editors have had a tricky job in bringing these papers together into a coherent structure. They have selected papers from the 1998 international conference to address key headings: virological and pathological perspectives; contemporary medical and nursing responses; contemporary responses by governments; the demographic impact; long-term consequences and memories; and epidemiological lessons learnt from the pandemic. These are all exemplary themes, and there are some fine papers here which use the pandemic as an effective magnifier for some fascinating wider debates (Andrew Noymer and Michel Garenne on the impact on sex-specific mortality differentials in the USA, to name but one). The editiors have striven to achieve a global coverage to match that of the pandemic, but several of the papers are disappointingly thin, both in terms of length and their ability to provide the "new perspectives" which the title promises. We are little wiser about the extent of the pandemic in Asia or in Africa from this volume; there is nothing on Latin America. It is, of course, almost impossible when the raw data is limited or unreliable, yet the editors do not attempt to draw out the comparative perspectives on what they do have to work with, apart from a short introductory essay. However, these papers, which would have benefited from some cross-infection, provide a very useful introduction to a neglected episode of global significance, and raise many more interesting questions than they are currently able to answer.
